Introduction
Single-stranded (ss) RNA viruses are major pathogens in every kingdom of life. They have mono-or multipartite genomes ranging in length up to > 10 kb, encoding multiple open reading frames. These genomes often serve multiple functions acting as both mRNAs for viral protein expression and templates for RNA-dependent RNA polymerase during replication. During these processes, the RNAs are not in compact conformations. Formation of progeny virions, however, requires that the RNAs be confined in the restricted space formed by assembly of a protective protein shell. The precise mechanism that controls both the conformational changes accompanying virion assembly and the selective packaging of cognate genomes, rather than potential competitor cellular RNAs, has remained vague. The current paradigm, extrapolating from the fact that many viral coat proteins contain positively charged domains and will self-assemble in vitro around non-viral RNAs, assumes that genome packaging is non-sequence specific. [1] [2] [3] Our recent results with two simple viruses that infect bacteria and plants overturn this view. 4 Using single molecule fluorescence assembly assays that avoid artifacts due to high-protein concentration, we show that packaging is both sequence-specific and two-stage. The first stage is a rapid compaction of the RNA that is required to allow it to fit into the capsid, driven by multiple coat protein-RNA and coat protein-coat protein interactions. The second stage is recruitment of the remaining complement of coat proteins to these partially formed compact complexes. This mechanism mirrors aspects of other RNA folding reactions, such as ribosome assembly, and provides novel insights into the biology of RNA viruses that could be exploited therapeutically.
RNA compaction. Folding into a compact state plays an important role in the function of many RNAs. This has been demonstrated for both short RNAs, such based on multiple weak RNA-coat protein interactions rather than on recognition of a single high affinity site. 4 A key to observing such co-operativity during co-assembly of RNA and viral coat proteins was to mimic early stages in virus assembly when the coat protein concentration is naturally low. This was achieved using single molecule detection of assembling intermediates, based on fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS).
RNA virus assembly. Coat proteins of RNA viruses, such as bacteriophage MS2 41 and the small plant virus satellite tobacco necrosis virus (STNV) (Fig. 1) , 42, 43 interact with genomic RNA primarily via two mechanisms. The MS2 coat protein recognizes a high affinity, RNA stem-loop within the cognate genome (TR), [44] [45] [46] [47] which interacts with both subunits of a coat protein dimer. 41, [48] [49] [50] This complex initially represses translation of the phage replicase and is thought to nucleate assembly (Fig. 1) . STNV is an example of a large group of viruses in which the coat proteins interact with RNA, at least in part, using positively charged extended polypeptide arms. In different viral proteins, these can be at the N or C terminus and have been thought to neutralize RNA charge with no sequence specificity. However, in vitro SELEX against the STNV coat protein allowed us to identify aptamers with sequence/structure matches to multiple degenerate potential stem-loop structures positioned throughout the known STNV genomes, suggesting sequence selectivity. 22 The latter has been demonstrated in in vitro reassembly assays. 51 Multiple RNA-coat protein contacts are effective at promoting efficient assembly. 52 Similar mechanisms seem to be adopted by other RNA viruses, including some plant (TCV), animal and human viruses. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Many viruses can, however, package non-cognate RNAs in vitro [53] [54] [55] or assemble without any RNA, 56 leading to the dominance of a protein-centric assembly model in which coat protein binding neutralizes RNA charge, gradually condensing it to fit into the capsid. This concept cannot account for the highly specific packaging observed for RNA viruses in vivo, perhaps reflecting the difference from in vitro conditions, which usually employ high protein and nucleic acid concentrations.
protein. Specific packaging signals (PSs), short conserved sequences/motifs that are recognized by viral coat proteins during assembly, have been identified in many viral RNAs. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] These sequences are thought to facilitate selective packaging of viral genomic RNA. However, many viruses do not exhibit such clearly defined packaging signals and most of those which do can also package non-specific RNA in vitro or cellular mRNA when their proteins are overexpressed from a DNA vector in cells, or even during normal infection cycles. 30 Since RNA is a polyanion, buffer salt concentration and composition are crucial for folding and condensation, e.g., for ribosomal and other structured RNAs. Many viral coat proteins possess positively charged polypeptide arms or domains which are in direct contact with RNA in the virion and help to neutralize RNA charge. Some viruses also encapsidate polyvalent cations, such as spermidine, to aid charge neutralization. [31] [32] [33] As a result of these features, charge neutralization has been thought to be the essential step in viral genome packaging, 1, 3, [34] [35] [36] although such a mechanism cannot easily explain the observed preference for encapsidation of cognate genomes in vivo.
How can a virus selectively package its own RNA inside an infected cell cytoplasm full of heterologous RNAs? One strategy, adopted by dsRNA viruses and some ssRNA viruses, is to sequester the sites of replication and assembly away from the cytoplasm into "virus factories," inclusion bodies or onto membrane surfaces. [37] [38] [39] This process requires a level of sophistication and specialized gene products that organize these assemblies, leading to co-localization and direct coupling between RNA replication and packaging. 40 Simpler viruses, with limited coding capacity, including major pathogens, do not have such luxury and replicate in the cytoplasm and, therefore, have to select their own RNAs based on coat protein affinity. Given the apparent paucity of high affinity packaging signals and the relatively high concentration of cellular competitors, affinity alone may be insufficient to achieve specificity. Nature's solution to this problem seems to be the evolution of co-operativity in the packaging process, as ribozymes or riboswitches (< 500 nt long), and also for longer rRNA (16S bacterial rRNA, 1,530 nt). Ribozymes, riboswitches and shorter fragments of rRNAs (e.g., the 5' domain of 16S rRNA) 5 fold in the presence of multivalent cations. Folding of these RNAs usually proceeds through rapid formation of compact structures, which may contain non-native tertiary contacts that are resolved during a subsequent slower phase. 6 Longer rRNAs also undergo rapid formation of secondary structure and collapse into a compact ensemble but require ribosomal proteins for stabilization of the native fold under physiological salt concentrations. 7 Ribosomal protein assembly onto the largely pre-folded RNA core is a co-operative, step-wise process, 8, 9 characterized by a gradual decrease in RNA flexibility upon addition of proteins. 10 Some ribosomal proteins, such as S4 and S7, are largely disordered prior to interaction with the rRNA and may also fold upon assembly. Such co-folding further increases the co-operativity and specificity of assembly. 7, 11 Formation of secondary structure and initial compaction of long rRNAs is thought to occur co-transcriptionally in cells and in the later stages is assisted by assembly of ribosomal proteins. 7 Parallel assembly pathways may be utilized 12 to bypass potential roadblocks due to mutations or protein deficiency. 13 Considerably less is known about the structures of other long RNAs, such as mRNAs, long non-coding (lnc) RNAs and viral genomic RNAs. While local secondary and tertiary structures are important in mRNAs for control of gene expression, processing and stability, [14] [15] [16] their overall structures are less well defined. Due to their limited lifetimes and coding functions, they are not required to adopt a uniquely folded structure.
Likewise, viral RNAs were thought not to harbor extensive regions of tertiary structure, especially those which also act as mRNAs (e.g., viruses with positive sense ssRNA genomes). Medium resolution cryo-EM reconstructions have demonstrated, however, that substantial portions of genomic RNA are ordered inside the capsids of many viruses. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] This order includes regions in contact with the coat protein layer as well as regions free of 1 fL, the number density changes due to molecules diffusing in and out of the detection volume (Fig. 2 ). The resulting fluctuations are then transformed in real time, usually by a specialized hardware correlator, to an autocorrelation function (CF) (Fig. 2) , and the characteristic times (τ d ) are obtained from fitting the correlation function to a model. 57 At single molecule concentrations (~1 nM), the diffusion represents the longest correlated process and the corresponding diffusion time, which is related to the average time the molecule takes to transverse the confocal volume, is readily identifiable from the CF profile (Fig. 2) . A small molecule (e.g., fluorescent dye), which has a large diffusion coefficient, will spend a relatively short time in the measured volume and, thus, the fluorescent signal will only be correlated during this short period (~80 μs for an AlexaFluor 488 dye molecule, Fig. 2 ). Viral coat proteins, assembly intermediates, genomic RNAs and capsids diffuse progressively more slowly producing considerably longer correlations in the fluorescent signal (~0.4-1 ms, Fig. 2 ). This provides a way to size selectively labeled molecules in the presence of unlabeled species. Their hydrodynamic radii (R h ) are then computed using calibration of the confocal volume with free dye and Stokes-Einstein equation. 57 For the viral systems described here, these R h values agree very well with separate estimations based on X-ray structures or mass spectrometry. 41, 43, [59] [60] [61] FCS assays of viral assembly rely on selective and efficient labeling of RNA In vivo, protein and RNA concentrations build up from scratch during viral infection. In many cases, replication is completed during the early stages of infection and precedes coat protein production. A plausible scenario in the infected cell is that assembly is initiated on viral RNA at coat protein concentrations that are much lower than those used in vitro. Consequently, most of the newly synthesized coat would be incorporated into the growing capsids leaving little free coat protein for non-specific interactions. This scenario begs a number of questions: Can assembly be triggered at low concentrations? How is the viral RNA compacted at such low protein concentrations? Is there any difference between the packaging of cognate vs. non-cognate RNA? Answers to these came from single-molecule assays of RNA packaging during capsid assembly, which are described in the following section.
Single molecule techniques in RNA folding. FCS is a correlation-based method which exploits spontaneous fluctuations in fluorescent signals in order to obtain characteristic time scales (e.g., relaxation times or rates) for molecular processes. 57, 58 The fluctuations are due to changes in the number density of fluorescent species within the measurement volume and are related to rates of chemical (e.g., the conversion of a fluorescent to non-fluorescent substrate by quenching) or photophysical reactions (e.g., the dynamics of triplet state formation, on the ~1 μs time scale). When performed at the single molecule level using a small confocal volume RNA cannot be the sole factor by which the coat protein selects the genome. Are there other properties which might distinguish the cognate RNA from others during packaging?
Cooperative collapse. The answer to this question came from following viral assembly reactions by FCS in real time. 4 The results of the most revealing experiment are summarized in Figure 3 . When the hydrodynamic radius of labeled MS2 genomic RNA is measured before and after addition of sufficient MS2 coat protein to complete capsid assembly on every RNA (Fig. 3A, black line) , a large (~30%) and rapid (faster than the experimental dead time, 60 s) collapse in the R h value is seen. This is followed by an increase in R h in a second stage of assembly that appears to reflect the completion of capsid assembly from pre-compacted, cognate coat protein-RNA complexes. In the EM, these have the appearance of partially formed shells. Under the same conditions, no collapse occurs with STNV genomic RNA mixed with MS2 coat protein (Fig. 3A, red line) . In contrast, when STNV coat protein was used, STNV RNA undergoes a collapse (Fig. 3B, red  line) . Hydrodynamic collapse is therefore specific to viral RNAs making cognate interactions with their respective coat proteins. For MS2, a mutant coat protein that binds its RNA normally but is deficient in protein-protein interactions fails to elicit the collapse, showing that both interactions are required for this effect and that the collapsed state is not simply a random complex of protein and RNA. This result can only be explained if there are multiple, correctly placed protein binding sites, i.e., packaging signals (PSs), along the viral RNAs. No collapse was seen with non-viral RNAs, or for non-cognate viral RNAs. 4 Interestingly, sub-genomic RNA fragments retain the property of CP-induced collapse, indicating that the co-operativity extends throughout the RNA. Perhaps surprisingly, given the above, all the RNAs tested in these assays trigger assembly of capsid-like aggregates. However, only cognate interactions yield capsids of the correct size and symmetry (T = 1 for STNV and T = 3 for MS2), whereas noncognate assembly reactions are relatively with early electron microscopy (EM) images of bacteriophage RNAs, which revealed extended conformations with few loops and low secondary structure content. It is now presumed that this appearance was due to disruption of the native structure during sample preparation. 87 Estimation of RNA size and shape in solution has also proved difficult. Analysis of MS2 RNA by SAXS was complicated by self-association due to the high concentrations required. 88, 89 Sedimentation velocity measurements of MS2 genomic and subgenomic RNAs under native conditions, however, indicates that these viral RNAs have compact conformations. 60 Attempts have been made to estimate the overall shape and compactness of long RNA molecules. 90 The extensive branching of viral RNAs and the requirement that they fit into the cramped space of a capsid led to the proposal that they are more compact than RNAs with the same base composition but randomized sequences. A recent SAXS study and direct visualization of a few examples of long RNA molecules in frozen solution by cryoEM demonstrated that they are indeed folded into highly branched, relatively compact but elongated structures. 91 However, the limited number of RNA types examined by this method thus far precludes a definitive conclusion on the overall compactness of viral vs. non-viral RNA.
SmFCS, coupled with non-disruptive end-labeling with dye, is an important development. It provides a convenient tool for sizing RNA molecules in extremely dilute solutions in which intermolecular RNA interactions would be expected to be negligible. Hydrodynamic radii estimated from such measurements demonstrate that the solution sizes of STNV and MS2 genomic RNAs, as well as several subgenomic MS2 RNA fragments (Fig. 1) , are larger than the volume available inside their cognate capsids (R h values of the genome and a fragment lacking roughly a third of the 5' end-3' RNA, are ~13 and ~14 nm, respectively, compared with R inner ~10.5 nm, for the RNA volume in a capsid). This confirms the need for compaction during assembly. Similar assays with a range of non-viral RNAs have demonstrated that they may be as compact as viral RNA. 4 Hence, the initial size of viral and their cognate interacting proteins. Many strategies have been developed for covalent labeling of proteins, ranging from relatively non-specific lysine-reactive dye conjugates to more selective cysteine-reactive maleimide derivatives and CLICK chemistry. [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] Specific covalent labeling of RNA can be achieved at either 5' or 3' termini. [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] Two 3'-end strategies were employed in the work described here: (1) end ligation of a dye labeled dA 10 oligomer; (2) incorporation of 3'-amino adenosine by poly-A-polymerase followed by amine-specific labeling. 4 The advantage of the former is the elimination of chemical labeling steps, while the latter is more effective in situations where the 3' end of the RNA is partially occluded, preventing the incorporation of the bulky oligomer.
Other single molecule techniques, such as Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET), provide a more detailed view of conformational changes, as elegantly demonstrated for the folding pathway of the S-adenosyl methionine regulated riboswitch 72, 73 and for protein-assisted folding of telomerase RNA. 74 Unlike FCS, smFRET interrogates local, specific structural details and employs detailed structural information to position the donor and acceptor dyes. In principle, such an approach is also applicable to large RNAs but positioning of the dyes needs to be carefully guided (e.g., by secondary structure probing) in order to avoid interfering with RNA folding and function (e.g., virus assembly).
The single molecule methods discussed here may be useful in many other situations involving large RNA molecules. For instance, it would be an excellent way to investigate the structures and interactions of long non-coding RNAs (e.g., Xist, HOTAIR, NRON).
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Sizes of protein-free viral RNAs. Given the need for compaction during assembly, it is important to consider the structure of the protein-free viral RNA. All long ssRNAs, with the exception of synthetic homopolymers, will form short stretches of secondary structure by intramolecular base pairing. 79 Raman spectra of MS2 and other viral RNAs suggest that at least 85% of their nucleotides are basepaired, [80] [81] [82] [83] and are consistent with structure probing studies. [84] [85] [86] This contrasts Putative packaging signals for both MS2 and STNV have now been identified and consist of stem-loops dispersed throughout their genomes. These have only a minimal consensus recognition motif (ref. 22 ; Dykeman, submitted), explaining why they have not been identified previously. The collapse is rapid, occurring within the dead time of the FCS instrument (60 s per CF). This is consistent with previous solution structure probing of the MS2 genome that suggests that many of the predicted PSs should be present in the RNA and, thus, able to bind coat proteins immediately. 92, 93 The first stage of assembly resembles the millisecond compaction of smaller RNAs by Mg 2+ , previously observed using concentrations significantly can reverse this effect (Fig. 3D) . Thus, it seems that while both coat protein binding and electrostatic neutralization are sufficient to compact the viral RNA, they are not equivalent processes on the pathway to capsid assembly. The role(s) of electrostatics in virus assembly may therefore be less prominent than previously thought.
1,34
The requirement for protein-protein interactions to drive the RNA collapse implies that assembly is in fact a cooperative process. Sub-stoichiometric (with respect to capsid) amounts of coat protein can also cause the full collapse, implying a nucleated effect governed by coat protein-RNA packaging signal affinities. low yield and produce a high proportion of misassembled species.
Given the roles of multivalent cations in RNA folding, and the paradigm of electrostatically controlled assembly, a question arises of whether simple charge neutralization, e.g., by magnesium ions or spermidine, could also trigger RNA collapse? The data shown in Figure 3C suggest that these cations do indeed collapse RNA conformations to approximately the same (Mg 2+ ) or even greater (spermidine) degrees than binding of coat proteins. Interestingly, once the RNA is compacted by spermidine, it is no longer a good substrate for capsid assembly, although increasing the CP Figure 3 . two-stage assembly of cognate viral RNAs. time-resolved changes in the apparent R h of MS2 (black) and StNV (red) genomic RNAs are shown before and after addition (black arrow) of stoichiometric amounts of MS2 (A) or StNV (B) coat proteins, i.e., sufficient protein to allow each RNA to form a complete capsid. Blue stars denote the end of the respective compaction stages for interactions between cognate molecules. for MS2, this is followed by a slower increase in R h correlated with formation of the capsids with high yield and fidelity. Capsid formation may already be complete for StNV following stage 1. Non-cognate interactions do not lead to collapse but do lead to inefficient formation of mostly aberrant aggregates. electron micrographs of negatively stained assembly reactions at defined points in the pathway are shown. (A) i, assembly intermediates observed ~1 min after addition of MS2 CP to MS2 RNA; ii, T = 3 MS2 capsids present at the end of stage 2, assembled with MS2 RNA; iii, aberrant assembly products and aggregates formed by co-assembly of MS2 CP and StNV RNAs (scale bars 50 nm). (B) i, T = 1 StNV capsids at the end of the assembly reaction and ii, aberrant aggregates formed by co-assembly of StNV CP and MS2 genomic RNA. (C) effects of multivalent cations on the apparent R h of the MS2 3' RNA sub-genomic fragment ( Fig. 1) shown as size (R h ) distributions. RNA in a monovalent buffer is shown in black, followed by separate reactions in which divalent (Mg 2+ , 10 mM, blue) or trivalent (spermidine, 1 mM, red) ions were added. (D) Condensation by counterions or coat protein subunits are not equivalent processes. the MS2 3' RNA undergoes condensation upon addition of 1 mM spermidine. Addition of 200 nM MS2 CP 2 to this sample (red) or one in the monovalent buffer (black) has no effect or results in compaction and then recovery, respectively. the latter sample produces capsids, whereas no assembly occurs under these conditions in the presence of spermidine unless the coat protein concentration is raised significantly (not shown).
second stage of assembly that is protein concentration dependent.
In contrast, coat proteins will bind to non-cognate RNAs at individual stem-loops that resemble cognate packaging sites, but these will be randomly distributed and, thus, unable to support co-operative collapse. Individual coat protein-RNA complexes are therefore likely to dissociate without nucleating assembly. This provides an explanation for the effective discrimination between the cognate and non-cognate RNAs in vivo. Coat proteins binding and dissociating from sites (e.g., cellular) RNA may be gradually condensed, the cognate viral RNA is rapidly and cooperatively collapsed (c.f. pathways B and C in Fig. 4) . The collapsed state is relatively stable since it is formed by multiple RNA-CP and CP-CP interactions. The affinities of individual PS-CP complexes within the collapsed state could be very low but are augmented by their relative locations and the protein-protein interactions that they promote. The stability of this nucleation complex facilitates recruitment of the additional coat proteins required to complete the capsid during a SAXS. 94 Genomic RNA compaction by a sub-stoichiometric amount of cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) coat protein has also been observed. 95 However, that process was slow and indiscriminate, compacting both viral as well as non-viral RNA, perhaps because the assays were at higher concentrations than those reported here.
A two-stage cooperative mechanism of selective RNA packaging. The new findings challenge the prevailing view that RNA is gradually condensed during capsid polymerization. While non-cognate , spermidine) inhibits assembly by coat proteins (middle). only at very high CP concentrations (> 5 μM) is this block overcome (right), showing that simple electrostatic condensation is not on pathway to capsid formation. (B) A two-stage mechanism of assembly in which CPs first bind to cognate RNAs displaying multiple packaging sites (blue segments), distributed throughout the viral genome to facilitate protein-protein interactions, thus mediating a rapid RNA collapse (stage i). the collapse is followed by cooperative recruitment of additional CP subunits (stage ii), even at low concentration (< 1 μM), to complete capsid assembly. (C) Assembly with non-cognate (cellular) RNAs leads to weak interactions without observable initial RNA collapse. Dissociation of coat proteins from these complexes allows them to be captured by the cognate assembly pathway (red arrows, middle). A low yield alternative pathway occurs when non-specifically bound coat proteins nucleate assembly on cellular RNA. Since the coat protein binding sites are not correctly positioned, these RNAs do not collapse and there can be multiple nucleation events leading to misassembled and multishell structures. Such pathways explain the assembly of non-cognate RNAs in vitro at relatively high coat protein concentrations.
way, virion assembly needs to compensate for the entropic cost of confining its RNA by making the favorable CP-PS contacts. Interrupting the interactions between coat proteins and their cognate packaging signals would inhibit these processes and may provide a novel target for antivirals. Given the co-operative nature of the assembly mechanism described here, such drugs may be more difficult to escape by mutation.
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on cellular RNAs will eventually be captured by the stable nucleation complexes and used to complete capsids (Fig. 4, red  arrows) . The energetic cost of genome confinement in these viruses is paid by the free energy of coat protein-packaging signal interactions.
Simple charge neutralization and condensation by multivalent cations produces collapsed RNAs that assemble poorly at low coat protein concentrations (nanomolar). Since this block can be overcome at high (micromolar) coat protein concentrations (not shown), the cations may simply bind to the packaging sites and compete with coat protein or act indirectly by folding the RNA into structures in which the packaging sites are obscured (Fig. 4A) . Only high coat protein concentration can overcome this effect and complete assembly. This again highlights the role of multiple packaging sites which are accessible throughout the viral genome and distributed in a way to promote cooperative assembly of the nucleation complex.
Conclusions
The RNAs of ssRNA viruses seem to have evolved multiple packaging signals that are dispersed throughout their genomes facilitating cooperative assembly of an extended nucleation complex that simultaneously compacts the RNA during the first stage of assembly. In the second stage, the collapsed nucleation complex is efficiently encapsidated, effectively outcompeting protein binding to cellular RNA. An analogy of this process is the idea of packing a suitcase. In this instance, the suitcase (capsid) folds its own contents (the viral RNA). Since we see the same phenomenon in two viruses drawn from widely different families, one of which has an extremely widespread coat protein fold, 96 it is highly likely that similar conserved assembly mechanisms exist in many viruses in this class. Note the molecular details driving the hydrodynamic collapse can vary widely in the different cases. Some viruses, especially animal viruses, appear only to package nascent genomes into progeny virions. This behavior could be due to the need for kinetic folding of the PSs in those cases. Even though the genome would not collapse in the same
